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Twenty-five business owners in
the Farmville Shopping Center
will face relocation hardships to
make way for I^ongwood's
planned shopping and apartment
center, assuming necessaryapprovals are forthcoming.
If the project passes, it could
spell the end of local merchants
who have relied on the location
to conduct business for several
years.
"Vie were shocked," Mary Ix>u
Raymond said when she learned
the news of the proposal. The
owner
of
Mary
Lou's
Monogramming and More,
Raymond, along with her two
sons, Robert and Richard, have
operated out of their storefront
for eleven years.

They must choose whether to
move to another location and reestablish their business or close
pcrmanendy.
Whitney Reid, owner of "The
Gym" which has been located in
the Shopping Center for twelve
years, is another one of the 25
business owners that wer recendy
notified
that
Ix>ngwood
University has plans for a new
housing/retail project.
With very little notice, Reid is
forced to find a new spot in
Farmville to lease his business,
but finds that members at "The
Gym" have mixed feelings on the
matter.
He wonders if this will force
"The Gym" to go out of business.
The biggest challenge the
Raymonds face is obtaining notification from their land-lord
about a final move-out date if the

building proposal passes.
Les Andrews, owner of the
shopping center, has not contacted the Raymonds about an estimated date, but the family knows
that they will have to move on a
limited timetable and budget.
"We still don't have the exact
date, but when he (William Parks,
the developer) acquires it, then
we will have 30 days to vacate the
premises," Raymond said.
Richard estimates the cost of
the move alone will total $14,000.
As a side-effect of the move,
he notes, "We will have to downsize, equipment wise."
Although the future for the
Raymonds is uncertain, they are
not against the decision to develop the property nor do they have
intentions of protesting the outcome if the proposal passes.
"We think it's a wonderful
thing for I^ongwood University

and the town, and I only wish we
had
a
six-month
notice,"
Raymond said.
Reid echoes those sentiments.
"Business-wise, I think it's a great
idea. It will upgrade downtown
Farmville and make drastic
changes. On a personal note, I feel
that Longwood is forcing me to
find a new location with hardly
any notice to do so."
Despite the uncertainty that
current local businesses have, Ken
Woodley, Editor of the Farmiilk
Herald who is familiar with the
project said, "Existing downtown
merchants will undoubtedly feel
the positive impact of 400 students living that close to the business district."
Farmville Town Council will
review a conditional use permit
on February 15 as another step in
the approval process before the
project proceeds.

Longwood Bookstore to Move Back to Campus This Fehruaru
Kyle Castillo
Staff Writer
The Longwood University
Bookstore will be relocated on
campus, in the newly remodeled
Blackwell building, at the end of
February.
The bookstore has been
located off-campus in the
Farmville Shopping Center
since the major fire in 2001 that
severely damaged four university buildings.
Since its relocation off-campus, most students have adjusted to the current site.
However, having the bookstore re-open on campus at the
end of the month will allow for
easier and safer access to the
store, as well as a rejuvenated
sense of pride for those who
work there.
According to the bookstore
manager Louisa Lackey, it will
be nice to officially "be a part of
the campus again."
While the current location of
the bookstore is easily within

walking distance of the campus,
many students have complaints
about having to trek across
Main Street in order to pick up
their textbooks, according to

Lackey.
Sophomore Allison Warren
said, "Because the book store is
not on campus, it can be inconvenient, because I am not able
to walk to the bookstore in
between classes if I need to. It
can be especially frustrating if
you live across campus in
Wheeler, Cox or Arc."
Some students actually prefer
the current location across Main
Street. Freshman Alisa Banks
says, "I like the current location
because it's next to The Gym'
and has lots of parking."
Student
teacher, Jessica
Watkins, agrees with Banks, and
speaks for many commuter students who will miss the abundance of parking the current
location provides.
With the limited parking that
will be available after the move,
Watkins admits that, "It will be
frustrating."

Sophomore Jennifer Higgins
isn't necessarily against the
change of address, but she proclaims, "I will miss the walk."
She believes that students who
complain about the trek across
Main Street take for granted how
lucky Longwood students are
when compared to some other
schools.
"There are campuses ten
times as big as Longwood. Other
people at other schools have to
walk a lot further than we do, so
the current location here is not a
big deal to me," she explained.
Celine Flourac, an exchange
student from Cleumont-Feuand,
France goes a long way toward
lending credence to Higgins'
statement. At her University
"Erote
Superieufe
de
Commerce," she says that, "we
don't have a book store. We have
to go to the library for our
books."
The move, which was originally slated to occur in March,
will be pushed forward a month
to February due to the recent
news of the student housing and

commercial property that will be
built where the Farmville
Shopping
Center
currently
stands.
Because of the earlier-thanexpected expected move the
bookstore will temporarily be
located in the Blackwell building,
accessible by the newly finished
outdoor staircase that faces the
Brock Commons.
The bookstore's permanent
location will be on the lower level
of Blackwell, which was its location prior to the 2001 fire.
"This move will be a win-win
situation" says Lackey.
Aside from the limited parking, the only problem that she
foresees.
There will be no changes in
merchandise prices due to the
relocation, nor will there be any
alterations to the number of student employees.
While some are miffed by the
change of address, Higgins sums
up the general feelings of the
campus when she says, "It will be
nice to have the bookstore back
where it belongs."
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Words From the Editor: High Hopes for the Semester
I want to
start off by
saying that I
am
very
excited about
what's
to
come in the following semesters. I
have high hopes for the potential
our paper can reach. While there
are many improvements that still
need to be made, we have a verv
strong foundation, and I am confident in our staffs ability to transition.
I am taking the opportunity
this week to reach out to the
study body, as well as the faculty
and staff, in hopes that I will
inspire a wave of participation.
At one time or another, all of
you have probably picked up an
issue of The Rotunda and thought,
"Is this really the best our campus
can do?"
And all of you are right. This
is NOT the best that our institution can provide. We have the
resources (or we will when SGA
funding comes through) and we

have the desire. What we really dedicated and hardworking stulack is participation and support. dents who want to help make our
Students are quick to look at publication as professional, infbt
our paper and compare it to ni.iiiim.il. and entertaining as we all
other collegiate papers, but know it can be.
before you do so, let me remind
For all of you journalism minors
you of a couple things.
or concentrations out there, work
Unlike many of the publica- ing for our paper would be an
tions that we are compared to, excellent way to get clips to put
we are not a large university. We together a portfolio. I guarantee
do not have the monetary sup- that every graduate school applicaply necessary to compensate our tion you fill out and every job
staff members for all of their interview you go on is going to
hard work.
require a portfolio of your journalWe are a volunteer organiza- istic experience.
tion. The dedicated members of
Why not take advantage of the
our team take the time out from resources that are available to you
their busy schedules of school, now?
sports, work, family, and everyNot only will you get the profesthing else that goes on in a col- sional experience that your future
lege student's life to spend the requires, but you will also be able
majority of their Tuesday and to help reconstruct a paper that
Wednesday nights in The Rotunda you probably, at one time or anothoffice. For all of that, 1 thank er, complained about.
you guys a million times over.
My invitation to participate in the
As a volunteer organization paper is definitely not extended to
that is looking to improve itself, just those with journalism concenon the request of the students trations.
and faculty and staff it repreI am encouraging everyone, stusents, The Rotunda is looking for dents from all fields, to get
involved. The variety would certainly add diversity to our paper,
which is one area we always have
room for improvement in!
Helping out on The Rotunda can
take as much or as little of your
Phone: 434-395-2120
time as you would like it to. As a
Fax: 434-395-2237
staff writer, your presence is only
rotunda@longwood.edu
required for about a half hour on
Tuesday evenings at 7:00 p.m.
Bobbi Thibo
Leslie Smith
Stacey Kluttz
Eddie Truslow
Patrick Trate
Tanner Keith
Janet Jones Dear Editor,

The Rotunda
Box 2901
Longwood University
Farmville.VA 23909
Editor-in-Chief
Asst. Editor
PR Manager
PR Manager
News Editor
Opinion Editor
Style Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Cartoonist •
Faculty Advisor

The rest of your work, the
interviewing process and the construction of your article, is done
on your time, as vour schedule sees
fit.

If writing is not something you
are interested in, then maybe copyediting is. Or photography, or layout. We are in need of a wide variety of help, in just about even
aspect of our newspaper's publication.
My challenge to you is this:
instead of picking up our newspaper and dwelling on everything
that you don't like about it, why
don't you take that energy and
focus it on a productive solution?
Take responsibility for our school
and our paper.
Now that I am done publicizing
for the paper, I would like to share
with all of you the changes that we
hope to see made during the next
several additions.
We want the Props and Drops
to be from you, the student body,
not us. One comment I have heard
repeatedly is that the Props and
Drops are all inside jokes that no
one outside the office understands.
Well fix that! Our goal is to get
enough submissions for props and
drops that we will have to do nothing but print them.
Starting next week, our "Style"
section will be transformed to a
more correct title of "Arts and
Entertainment." I have been dili-

gently attempting to come up
with ideas to bring culture and
sophistication into our paper, and
niv solution is this new section
that will focus on the arts on
campus and from surrounding
areas.
We are also striving to improve
on the basics such as grammar,
spelling, style, and content.
Imput from the student body,
as well as faculty and staff, would
be gready appreciated. We want
to know what you want. We are
open to questions, comments,
concerns, and ideas. This is your
paper, and it should be an accurate reflection of you.
If nothing else, I ask our readers to be patient. We are going
through an unexpected transition, and I am trying to set higher standards for our publication.
I truly believe that with
greater participation and the continued hard work of our staff
members our paper can be a true
reflection
of
Longwood
Univerisity and what we represent. I encourage each one of
you to give us your imput as we
strive to pull the paper up to it's
full potential.

Bobbi Thibo
Editor-in-Chief

Letters to tke Editor

Amanda Segni
Patrick Sullivan
Ellie Woodruff
Lucinda Sinclair

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmrillt Herald, Farmville,
VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are
subject to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We currently have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to
come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.

semester the house was in a livable
condition, but very far from being
This is a short letter about my the kind of house I would want
experience with moving off cam- my mother to visit.
pus.
My roommates and I tried to
A group of friends and I came take precautions by including an
together and began to look for amendment to the lease saying
property to rent for Fall 2004.
that the landlord would make all
We came across a large house necessary repairs by a designated
with huge bedrooms and afford- date or we would get several hunable rent.
dred dollars off our rent until the
The only problem with the repairs were made.
house was that it had been conThis amendment lowered our
demned. The landlord promised us monthly rent when the repairs
that he would make all the repairs were never made, but it still left us
needed and that the house would with a slum hole to live in.
be in living condition by mid-sumNow the landlord is trying to
mer.
sue all of us for "damages to the
This, unfortunately, was not the house" (including the repairs he
case and I was stranded with never made) totaling over $9,000.
nowhere to live for half of the
I graduate in May and I am
summer while he tried to finish the probably going to be dealing with
house. By the beginning of the this situation well over a year from

then.
When you move off campus,
make sure that you review your
lease very carefully and take pictures of any damages or problems with the house before moving in. Another good point to
bring up is that when you make
requests for repairs or complaints
about your property, make sure
you put them in writing or they
do not uphold in court.
Basically, the point of this letter is to inform students that it
could happen to you, and all students should take precautions
when renting property.
-Anonymous
To contact the Longwood
Commuter Life office please call
(434)395-2851.
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props and drops
Eiops;
The/"ActVvi4t" £*• your outlet for battiir^iociatinju^ce'arui'thin^thatH*£k'. thtyii-your
your chance' to- do iomethina- about XKietaL evil*, tixttead/ ofjuit whining about tnettu. So
ipeah up and/ act up. Becaute/, if you!re/ not mad/, you!re/ not paying atterttorv E-mail
Actti>tit idea* to rotunda&longwood/.edui

Why Protest The Great Uriiter?
This article is in response to the
January 27th Activist titled,

"No

Riots at the Inauguration?"

Cole Floyd
Guest Writer

I felt the article "No Riots at the
Inauguration?" was inaccurate in
some of his statements and
observations.
I also think that it did not focus
on the right issues.
Every four years the United
States selects a President which
either transfers our nations leadership from one person to another or re-affirms the leadership of
the current President for four
more years.
In most nations all over the
world, the transfer or re-affirmation of leadership causes national
tension and often times breaks
out into Civil War.
So, instead of calling for more
rioting and protesting at the
Inauguration, shouldn't we celebrate the fact that we live in a
nation where the election process
happens so peacefully?
I believe that it is quite phenomenal to be
part of a nation
that can have
such a close
election every
time and still
never resort to
the
extreme
violence that
we see in other
countries as a
result
from
political unrest.
However, if
we must focus
on tKe amount
of protesting
that occurred,
it should be
noted that this
election was neither as close or as
controversial as Bush's first election, which caused much discourse and many recounts.

That, for one, could be a rea- years ago.
son there was not as much
Perhaps that is because the
protesting as there was four Inauguration is not the best time to
years ago.
protest.
Also contrary to the article,
Four years ago people who felt
our country is not more divided the Florida vote was flawed had a
than it ever has been before.
reason to protest, and they rightly
I would think it is safe to say- did so.
that at this moment in our
But for this Inauguration, all
nation's history, the civil war was thoughts of foul play in the vote
our country's most divided count were gone.
moment.
I say this because I want to
Also, as the polls showed, know the reason to protest the
voters were clearly more divided election of a man who won fair
in the Bush vs. Gore election.
and square.
I do not agree with the
Might it be better to protest durArmed Forces statement about ing a day when decisions are being
the restricted air space and pre- made about the war or about the
vention of any group interfering economy?
with the inauguration was out of
The Patriot Act has not done as
line.
much as the article suggested to
I feel that those measures limit protesters.
needed to be taken in order to
During the Inaugural parade,
protect both the President and the front line of viewers were prothe multitude of people attend- testers to a large extent.
ing the Inauguration.
With the exception of those
Restricted air space would do throwing things like snowballs at
little to prevent my free speech the presidential caravan, most proat the Inauguration.
testers returned home without
Also, whether 1 am a terrorist being arrested or being accused of
or a protester, it is not my right violating the Patriot Act.
to interfere with the Presidential
Lasdy, the statement concerning
"Support
our
Troops" was out of
line. First off, there
seems to be no limit
of protesting concerning the war in
Iraq.
People have not
been
shy
about
protesting about the
war.
Perhaps the lower
number of protesters
at the Inauguration
does not mean people feel we have no
freedom of speech.
Perhaps it is a positive sign that the
people, though dividInauguration.
ed by political affiliation, are now
There were some protesters united under the fact that America
at the Inaugurations, although can have peaceful elections, even
there were not as many as four when it is a neck to neck campaign.

+ To Peggy Tarpley for returning lost goods.
+ To Jon Stewart, for telling the news how it should
be told.
+ To nice weather in Feburary.
+ To dead cat commercials.
Drops:
- To pretenious students who try to talk about non
sequitor (the comic strip).
- To the Grand Dining Hall for not having tables set
out during the 6 PM rush.
- To more baseball players taking steriods.
T To anyone trying to make the Fantastic 4 movie.
- To the lack of hot water in The Hamms Tuesday
morning.

Speak Ou i
Wnij are you a Democrat?
I'm a Democrat because
I'm liberal and I strongly
believe in gay rights and
enviromental preservation.
-Kristin English
Sophomore

I think Bush is sending
troops to Iraq to try and finish his father's lost cause.
-Eric Perez
Junior

I'm a Democrat because I
believe theres always room
for change.
-Shawna Croston
Sophomore

I'm a Democrat because I
feel as though we stand for
the better changes, and I've
thought so for 37 years.
-Laura Bowles
Cafe employee
All pktumby Will hats
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VA Commonwealth Ranked #1 in Nation

Blacksburg Ecstasy Lab Found
been made at press time.
Information about the residents
317 Clay St., where the lab was
found, has not been released due
to the ongoing nature of the
investigation, Goodman said.
The investigation and removal
of MDMA lab equipment lasted
the majority of Tuesday afternoon, beginning at 2:30 p.m. and
ending after dark, Goodman
said. "We wouldn't leave anything
at the residence," he said.
DiCesare said the lab equipment found did not include a
pill-press to make the ecstasy
pills. Instead, the manufacturers
were emptying capsules of other
medicines and filling them with
MDMA.
Although a pill-press was not
found, DiCesare said they did
have very high-grade equipment.
"They had very sophisticated,
professional-grade glassware,"
she said. "We are not going to
(speculate) about where they got
it from, but it was very sophisticated." Goodman said MDMA
and methamphetamine are similar in chemical makeup but different in composition.
"These labs are dangerous

Ellen Biltz
UWir,
Police discovered the first
ecstasy lab in Blacksburg, Va.
Tuesday at. Local police, members of the Drug Enforcement
Agency, the New River Drug
Task Force and the Virginia State
Police were all present in uncovering the ecstasy equipment, also
known as an MDMA lab.
"The (lab) we got [Tuesday]
was the largest one we've ever
seen in the state of Virginia," said
Laura DiCesare, public information officer for the Washington
division of the DEA. While the
exact amount of drugs seized has
not yet been released by the
police, a police news release said,
"Equipment, chemicals and precursors consistent with the manufacturing of ecstasy were discovered."
LL Don Goodman of the
Virginia Tech Police Department
said at this point the police cannot say whether any other types
of drugs or paraphernalia were
uncovered. No arrests or charges
in connection with the lab equipment or owners of the house had

VA tied with Utah with a Qrade ol A~.
Caroline Freeman
UWkt

simply because of the chemicals
that are used to make the drugs,"
he said. While both drugs are
synthetically made, DiCesare said
the main difference between the
two is that ecstasy is more of a
hallucinogen that is popular with
the partying or club scene, while
meth is a more addictive drug,
like cocaine or heroin.
"MDMA has two other components that meth doesn't," she
said. Goodman also said that
while there have previously been
methamphetamine
labs
in
Montgomery County, the Town
of Blacksburg has never encountered one. According to the
DEA's Web site, there are a limited number of ecstasy labs in
the United States. In 2001, only
17 were found.
DiCesare said in the last three
to four years, since domestic production of MDMA has become
popular, there have been a total
of four found in the state of
Virginia.

MAULEYS' CHECK LIST
FROM THE EVER-CHANGING DESSERT TRAY
HOW MANY OF THESE DESSERTS HAVE YOU TRIED?
o Chocolate Fantasy
o Snickers
o Orange Crunch
o Lemon Coconut
o Vanilla Caramel
o Grand Marnier
o Carrot Cake
o Chocolate Almond Pound
Cake
o Red Velvet
o Strawberry Shortcake
o Rocky Road Fantasy
o Blondie Nut Pound Cake
o Hawiian Pound Cake
o Walnut Pound Cake
o Caramel Combo
o Macadamia Pound Cake
o Spice Cake
o Cappuccino Chip
o Black Forest
o Orange Crunch
o Turtle Cake

o Chocolate Chess Pie
o Pecan Macadamia Pie
o Lemon Chess Pie
o Pecan Pie
o Key Lime Pie
o Cherry Pie
o Blueberry Pie
o Apple Pie
o Dutch Apple Crumb
o Peach Pie
o Derby Pie
o Brownie Mania
o Lemon Meringue
o Chocolate Meringue
o N.Y. Style Cheesecake
o Turtle Cheesecake

February 10, 2005

o Anisette Biscotti
o French Lace
o Wedding Cookies
o Italian Rainbow
Cookies
o Snickerdoodles
o Cashew Cresents
o Peanut Butter Chip
o Raspberry Stars
o Angel Wings
o Elephant Ears
o Apple Puff
o Peach Puff
o Blueberry Puff
o Flower Pot
o Struffala

Stop by Charleys fo r our award winning
desserts! You'll be glad you did!
Ann Simboli • Pastery Chief

(434) 392-1566 ~ 201 B Mill Street
Farmville, VA 23901

Quails said she credits the
Commonwealth's success in the
In an annual assessment, the monetary category with its recent
Commonwealth is at the top of its tax reform as well as the developclass.
The
Government ment of a mandatory six-year
Performance Project, which evalu- budget and revenue projection.
ated each state government in the The six-year projection "shows
United
States,
gave
the not only the revenues the state
Commonwealth of Virginia an expects to bring in, but also what
overall grade of A-, tying with the mandated spending will be,"
Quails said. "As school enrollUtah for the highest mark.
Governing Magazine published ments grow and health care costs
the Government Performance go up, we have a picture of what
Project's report in its February those expenses are going to be
issue. "It's a gold star for several years out" from now.
Sabato said this is not the first
Governor Warner, but much more
importandy, it's a gold star for time the Commonwealth's govVirginia and a whole series of ernment scored well on a pergovernors
and legislatures," formance ranking. "It's good news
University of Virginia Politics because what the report really says
is that good financial management
Prof. Larry Sabato said.
In order to grade each state's is an ingrained habit in Virginia
government, the group formed a and it extends over time through
team
of
journalists
from many administrations," he said.
Governing Magazine as well as
Sabato said the report may supprofessionals from colleges such port Virginia's one-term restricas
Georgia
State,
George tion on governors. "Interestingly,
Washington University and the this report may argue against
changing this restriction because
University of Pennsylvania.
we
do seem to maintain fiscal
According to the report, the
evaluation criteria were divided competence even with the one
into four categories: money, infor- term restriction," Sabato said.
Quails said since the governor
mation, infrastructure and people.
The money category focused on only serves one term, there arc
elements such as budgeting more people involved in the
processes and balance structure. Commonwealth's government to
Information covered the topics of share the credit for its success.
strategic planning, management
The Government Performance
and program evaluations. Capital Project report emphasized that
planning and project monitoring the focus of the assessment was
fell under the infrastructure cate- not the grades themselves, but
gory. The people category dealt rather "to give states information
with issues such as hiring, training they can use to improve manageand retaining employees.
ment and achieve their goals."
Quails said the report offers a
The reported stated that the
positive
reinforcement to the
Commonwealth received an A in
the money category and an A Commonwealth's government.
minus for the other three areas.
"1 think it sends a good mesThe lowest-scoring states were sage to people who want to do
California and Alabama with over- business in Virginia and to tax
all grades of C minus.
payers that we're spending our
Warner spokesperson Ellen money wisely," Quails said.

WRITING LAB I l<
The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the Information
Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering FREE assistance to students to enhance their writing skills.
Monday
9-11 am; 7-9 pm
Tuesday
9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm
Wednesday
7-9 pm
Thursday
1-11 pm
Friday
3-5 pm
Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then
click on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing
research papers and individualized writing tutorials.

Calendar
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For tkeWeek of February 11 -17
TtiJay the I Ith fatutday the 12th Monday the 14th
Movie: Bridget Jones:
Edge ol Reason
7:30 p.m.
ABC Rooms
The Bald Soprano
8 p.m.
Jarman Black Box
Open Mic Night
10 p.m.
lancer Cafe

The Bald Soprano
3 p.m.
Jarman Black Box

The Rotunda wishes
the campus a happy
Valentine's Dav!

The Bald Soprano
8 p.m.
Jarman Black Box

Women's Basketball
Love Your Lancers
.5 p.m.
Virginia Union

Sunday the I Ith

Longwood Authors
Series: Elizabeth Cox
8 p.m.
Wygal

The Bald Soprano
3 p.m.
Jarman Black Box

Junior OJKMI Class
Meeting
fcOO p.m.
Sisterhood Room
(1st floor Stubbs)

Mathematics/Computer
Science Colloquium: Dr.
James F. Epperson
Reception: 3:30 - 4 p.m.
Presentation: 4-5 p.m.
Hiner 107

"thutiday the I 7th
Internship Seminar: Erik

Wilson, Target Stan
Manager
3:30 p.m.
Hiner 207
Scholastic Book Fair
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Hull, 2nd Floor Lounge

Life, Love; Sex, Death...and other
works in Progress, byStevieJ.
_8 p.m.
SU Ballroom
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LCVA Needs Volunteers
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c iallery Attendant
Office Assistant
Education Assistant
Preparation Assistant
Spec ial Projects

u
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Tuesday the 15th

Roll Model
I IM < inilii> Workshops &
Presentations:
Career Corner
Workshops
Finding and Internship and Landing a Job
Tuesday, February 15,4 p.m. - Career Center

Recruiters coming to campus
Camp Hanover - Summer Camp Jobs
Tuesday, February 15,10am - 2 pm
Information Table - in front of Mailboxes
' United States Marine Corps
Tuesday, February 15,10 am - 2 pm
Information Table - D-Hall Lobby
Wednesday, February 16,10 am - 2 pm
Information Table - D-Hall Lobby
The following companies are currently accepting resumes
through LancerTRAK:
•Ferguson
The Roanoke Times
Camp Virginia Jaycee
Keiter, Stephens, Hurst,
Enterprise Rent A Car
Gary & Shreaves
Walt Disney World
Auditor of Public Accounts CGI-AMS
APEX Systems, Inc.
YMCA Camp Silver Beach
NVR Ryan Homes
Walgreens

For more information and an application form
please contact: Valorie Warshaw, Program Assistant
warshawvr@loncwood.edu.
or check out their website online at
http://www.longwood.edu, k va, volunteerine.html

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or
www, ststravel. com

Short Summer Study Abroad Programs
The Business World from a French Perspective: May 16 -June 2, 2005. Study French
Language (Intermediate or Advanced) and International Business with your French student
"buddies'at the Ecole Atlantique in Saint-Nazaire, France. 3-6 credits
(FREN 201,202 OR 320 and/or MARK 481).
Modern China: May 15-June 4, 2005. Learn firsthand about life in modern China while
immersing yourself in a culture rich in history and tradition. Activities with your Chinese student "buddies." 3 credits (HIST 495).
http://www.longwood.edu/modernlanguayes/

_
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Poker: How to Win or Lose Your Tuition
Kyle Castillo
Muff Wnltr

In their free time many college
students from Longwood are
playing poker, and for some it has
become almost a second minor.
According to, an anonymous
I-ongwood student, "About 80
percent of my friends play, and
some spend more time playing
poker than they do worrying
about school."
This trend in increased poker
play has led many universities to
form sanctioned tournaments
where the prizes are awarded in
the form of scholarships.
Although I^ongwood has not
offered a tournament as of yet,
there appears to be no shortage
of students willing to play on
their own, including many fraternities that are forming weekly
games as a supplement to their
parties.
Poker has become a staple at
college campuses because the
game is being rooted in basic

human nature.
The desire to make money fast
is evident in our society, with
both the lottery and infomercials
that claim to "make you rich while
sitting at your kitchen table in
your underwear."
Poker's meteoric rise in popularity can be attributed to the
numerous television shows that
arc transforming the public perception of poker and its players.
Previously considered to be
Ben Stein-dull, poker's ascension
to Paris Hilton-level entertainment can even give hope to the
most inept of sports marketers,
such as the NHL
While reruns of poker tournaments continue to draw more
viewers than many major network
shows, ESPN is raising the ante
with its new show "Tilt," based
around the life of a fictional
poker player.
Many die-hard players watch
poker to pick up new tricks of the
trade.

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS
Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm -11:00 pm

"Tilt." however, combines the
structured formula of a scripted
show with the sex appeal of poker,
creating a niche for those who simply want to be entertained.
Some students around campus
hold weekly games in which small
amounts of cash exchange hands.
I or many this is nothing more
than a hobby, yet Police Chief
Charles Lowe warns against playing
such games, unless it is a sanctioned tournament.
No student at Longwood has
had a poker related run-in with the
law, according to Chief Lowe.
However, participation in a game
of poker can lead to a fine of up to
500 dollars.
If caught, the person in charge
of conducting the gambling risks
felony charges with one to five
years' of jail time and up to 2,500
dollars in fines.
The law is not the only thing that
can negatively affect one's life due
to poker play. Financial problems
can arise, and addiction sneaks up
on many.
Both of these problems are

The Way it Is

amplified with the ability to
play poker for money online
24 hours a day.
According to a longwood
student, "My friends haven't
run into financial problems;
however, the addiction of
online gambling seems to be
slowly consuming their lives."
Chief Lowe also sees the
side affects of poker as causes
for concern and said,
"Gambling is an activity that
can be addictive. Students
should be aware of the level
and frequency of their gambling.
"They should also be aware

that organized gambling tournaments may be illegal, and they
should ensure the event is legitimately sanctioned."
Poker might be a fad, or the
current renaissance might carve a
permanent place in American culture.
Even with poker's pitfalls it
offers many students the opportunity to compete on a psychological level, and provides an alternative outlet to the traditional bar
and party scene.

Candi Ziegert

Her Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)
Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (IntramuraJs)
Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm -11:15 pm (Club practices)
Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)
Sunday 5:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)
Willet Gym
Sunday - Thursday 8:30 pm -11:00 pm
Friday & Saturday Closed
Willet Pool
Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Longwood University ID is required for entry into all
facilities. Please present your ID to the supervisor or lifeguard on duty.

With a gift of $25.00 or more to the Senior Challenge, you will
receive:
Three entries in the In Honor publication
*An exclusive Class of 2005 mug
*Invitations to Senior Class events
*A Class of 2005 discount card - good at local restaurants
*A wine and cheese reception with President and Dr. Cormier during
Senior Week.
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We would reach the tracks before the train did!
Burning our last bit of gas we held our breath, as
the intersection grew closer to our reality.
As we rounded the last corner, yellow lights
flashed as the gates began closing.
With the train immediately to our right. I popped
the clutch, grinding my gears, and jumped the
truck chassey just under the gates.
Safely across, I slammed on the brakes, and
turned to watch the long train pass us by.
kriMin.i lohnson

CD Review: The Cure s
Disentigration
Tanner Keith
Opinion Editor

"Disintegration" is by far one of
my favorite CD's. I decided to
write a review after watching an
episode of "South Park," featureing The Cure's lead singer, Robert
Smith.
In this particular episode, Stan
proclaims
to
Smith
that
"Disintegration" is the best album
ever.
"Disintegration" was released
in 1989, and thus became the
album that made The Cure a
known sound.
Although they were thought of
as the pioneers of gothic rock.
The Cure is not as hard as a band
like Stabbing Westward.
Perhaps some Emo fans can
trace their roots to The Cure, but I
doubt it.
The
opening
track,
"Plainsong" is a soothing and
intriguing instrumental.

The songs "Pictures of You,"
"Lullaby" and "Homesick" are
some of the most entrancing
tracks that were produced on
this album.
The primary reason The Cure
is such a superb band is their
ability to make their music intertwine perfectly with their lyrics.
Another unique characteristic
of The Cure is Robert Smith's
distinct voice.
This distinctive quality is still
prevalent in modern rock. For
example, what sets Disturbed
apart from most other rock
these days? David Draiman's
raspy voice.
Smith's lyrics are sung with
variety and feeling; something
almost completely naught in
today's music scene.
The majority of The Cure's
music is excellent, chill listening,
and "Disintegration" is no different.
Five stars (what else would I
give my second favorite band?)
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Be Aware of What You Wear
from injury, exhaustion or meet an
early demise.
Style Editor
These smugglers do not abanIf you open almost any women's don those animals that collapse;
magazine you will be face-to-face that would be cruel. In their years
with with pressure to look and of work, they found it effective to
dress like the flawless creatures get them back en route by smearstaring back at you. These printed ing chili peppers and tobacco into
guides to perfection can be easily their eyes.
obtained and followed by anyone
If the cows refuse to move
wanting to avoid a fashion once they reach their designated
anachronism.
death trap, they are beaten, have
This social conformity is appre- hunks of their skin chopped off
ciated and seemingly harmless. or are just skinned alive.
However, if you stop to consider
that some of these fashion trends
require the use of skin from a tortured animal, it becomes evident
that this is not a harmless process.
Cows, minks, rabbits, cats, alligators and ostriches are only a few of
the animals that must undergo an
interminable amount of suffering
in the name of fashion.
Most of the leather found in
stores around the world, and
desired by the most innovative
fashion designers, is imported from
India.
Since cows are regarded as
sacred animals in this culture, this
is not only ironic, but strict laws
have been installed to ensure that
Fortunately, in America, we are
these animals are given the finest more progressive and civilized.
treatment. Surprisingly, these laws Here, animal-based clothing and
are being ignored to appease the accessories come from factory
Western demand for cheap leather. farms.
Aside from the fact that this is a
Despite the fact that the term
constant violation of India's animal "farm" is inclusive of this tide,
protection laws, and a direct viola- their new home welcomes them to
tion to their Constitution, to avoid a short existence of overcrowding,
arrest these highly ambitious smug- deprivation, castration and conglers force these cows to march for fienment in half-sunken sheds,
days, causing many to collapse surrounded by their own feces and
Janet Jones

stagnant water.
There are no federal laws protecting animals on factor)' and fur
farms, so unlike those workers in
India, they do not have to hide
the fact that they obtain their animal clothing by skinning them
alive, chopping off hunks of skin
or vaginally and anally electrocuting them.
Each year, the global leather
industry slaughters and obtains
the leather from more than one
billion animals.
Unfortunately for those who
choose to wear animal skin, due
to carelessness and capitolism,
many of these skins are mislabed
or inaccurately marked.
Not only have these consumers not gotten what they paid
for, but they are probably wearing
one of the hundreds of thousands of dog or cat skins traded
in Europe each year.
Most of this leather is
chrome-tanned, despite the fact
that
the
Environmental
Protection Agency has deemed
all wastes containing chromium
hazardous.
This tannery affluent often
also contains formaldehyde, hair,
lime sludge, sulfides and acids.
Some fashion advice: the next
time you adorningly gaze at those
magazines, take a moment to
remember not only the suffering
of these animals, but the fact that
you run a high risk of being that
unknowing consumer who
chooses to cover their back with
noxious fur and leather from dog
and cat tanneries.

Preview: LVCA Gala
Ellie Woodruff
Cartoonist

Students and faculty alike are
anticipating the prospect of the
black-tie event to be held at the
Longwood Center for the Visual
Arts (LCVA) this Saturday.
The LCVA re-opened its doors
on January 31 after spending six
months dormant. To kick off the
completion of phase 1 of the renovations, an exclusive Gala and
Auction is taking place.

While the renovations to the
LCVA don't drastically change the
appearance of the building, they
will make subde differences to the
way the gallery will operate and
function from day to day.
A passenger elevator has been
installed to increase access to family workshops and educational
programs, which will be held in
the formal classroom built in the
lower level of the'building.
Restrooms have been shifted to
a more central location. Heating
and cooling system have been
upgraded. New lighting and storefront windows all go a long way to
make the LCVA a more comfort-

able environment for the community to explore and appreciate
the fine arts.
The Gala and Auction will be
attracting faculty and administration, with tickets being sold at
$40 per person.
The event begins at 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 12 and will be featuring art
works from artists throughout
Virginia.
Numerous professors from
the art department will have their
art on display and on auction. For
those interested in attending,
tickets are available for a limited
time only. For more information,
call the LCVA at 434 395-206.
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Catch the Spirit: Williams, Epitomvj of Spirit
versity to fill in .is artist-in-icsidence while the then current
artist and program director, Dr.
Nelson Neal was on sabbatical.

Longwood knew of Williams's

Artist and Longwood dance
instructor, Rodney Williams.
Photo pi,mJtJ by LonawooJ Public Relation*

Ashley Dow
.' jittflmod Public rXtlations

It is difficult not to notice
Rixlniv Williams.
I k can often be seen dancing
and singing his way around campus. \- i he artist-in-residence in
the Health, Recreation and
Kinesiotogy
Department,
Williams has instructed danceclasses since 1992.
Williams came to longwood
after being contacted by the uni-

leaching and professional experience after he had been named
Richmond City Public Schools
teacher of the year in 1992.
William's teaching techniques
and style of dance was a perfect
match for the program and the
needs of the university. When
Neal left the program in 1995,
Williams became the lone artistin-residence, and has remained
so ever since.
"Dance is my life," stated
Williams. "W hen I was young I
was al\\a\s the kid dancing at
parties and performing in talent
shows."Despite his early love of
dance, Williams never took a
dance class until his freshman
year at The College of William
and Mary.
"After taking my first dance
class, I discovered I could play,
compose and dance to music,"

explained Williams. "I was
hooked on dance."
After graduating with a
degree in music composition,
Williams was an apprentice of
African dance at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, DC. He
then went on to studv with choreographers and dancers from
all around the world.
Williams utilized his music
degree as an elementary music
teacher in Richmond in the
earlv 90's.
As a teacher,
Williams formed the Blackwell
Performing Arts Troupe. The
troupe explored music and
dance. He believes that his
work with the troupe earned
him the honor of teacher of
the year.
"I formed the troupe to give
kids an
artistic outlet,"
explained Williams. "All students in the troupe had to have
a C+ average. It was my way of
saving kids from the streets and
bad behavior."
Williams has continued his

work with the children of
Richmond
through
the
Richmond Chy Dance Troupe.
The troupe organized and funded bv Richmond City Parks and
Recreation, travels around the
country performing and competing. Williams enjoys seeing
the difference dance has made in
the lives of the city dance troupe
members.
"I have one student who I
found in a rough section of
town, and now he is a student at
the Juilliard School," stated
Williams. "It is wonderful to see
the difference dance has made in
his life."
Williams recently started his
own performing arts companycalled Charisma, along with fellow artist Dana Cockerel. The
company focuses on modern
dance.
"I really thought that my professional career would just be as
a teacher and choreographer,"
said
Williams.
"Forming
Charisma has allowed me to

rediscover performing."
Often the Richmond City
Dance Troupe and Charisma
will
perform
with
the
Longwood
Company
of
Dancers at conventions, community events and recitals. The
troupe and the company recently performed together at the
Southern
Humanities
Conference in Richmond.
The company is the resident
performing dance organization
at the university. The company
explores all areas of dance
including African, modern, lyrical, jazz and hip-hop.
"I love teaching dance and
having the opportunity to
choreograph my own pieces,"
explained Williams. "I-ongwood
allows me the freedom to teach
the company all forms of dance.
I would not have that freedom
at other universities."
Williams
resides
in
Richmond. When not busydancing he enjoys singing and
recording gospel music.

lOIfiWOOI
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WAIT XO HAVE.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.
* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning
facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!
* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll
never want to leave.
208 Clark Street
FarmvUle, VA 23901
434.315.5566
www.longwood-village.com
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New Year s Resolutions: Practical Makes Possible
Sarah-Tyler Moore
Sutf Writer

Only 63 percent of people who
make New Year's Resolutions
are honoring them in March,
according to the University of
Washington.
Perhaps the 37 percent who
fell short of their goals were
aiming too high. After all, not
all resolutions have to spur a
monumental change like finally
losing weight fretted over for
years or quitting smoking cold
turkey.Why does a determination to conquer the world ensue
at midnight on January 1 ? "What
is good about the dawn of a new
year is that it gives us an incentive to 'start again,' to discard the
bad habits of the previous year
and begin afresh," said Anthony
Flanagan, author of "Your
Guide to Buddhism."
Resolutions that are less
superficial, and focus on inner
well-being, like resolving to be a
better boyfriend, nicer to your
friends, or more honest with
your feelings receive less publicity. Yet, inner-focused goals

might prove to be more feasible
because of gained perspective
than the overworked student
who resolves to get up at 8 a.m.
and run the perimeter of campus during the coldest months
of the year.
Drawing upon Buddha's
eightfold path, Flanagan recommends four steps that he considers useful in successful resolutions: the effort to avoid, effort
to overcome, effort to develop,
and effort to maintain.
EFFORT TO AVOID
If you're trying to lose weight
you probably shouldn't peruse
the ice cream aisle and tempt
yourself with the likes of Ben &
Jerry, that's the" effort to avoid.
Junior, Brad Tuggle resolved to
be nicer to people, by mastering
the effort of avoiding: "1 try to
just not talk to the people
instead of being mean to them."
EFFORT TO OVERCOME
IJsa Mikus, senior, resolved to
be more honest with her friends
said, "[1 anticipate success in my
resolution] because I am opti-

mistic and because I think that
my friends will be okay with me
confronting them with little
things instead of blowing up...."
Mikus' determination reflects the
second principle of the eightfold
path-the effort to overcome.
EFFORT TO DEVELOP
It is possible that the 37 percent in the University of
Washington's
survey
who
claimed they were not honoring
their New Year's Resolution still
made significant progress and
change- just not the initial or
anticipated progress or change.
The effort to develop is often
not factored into the equation of
resolution; therefore, a person
may be too quick to feel disappointed if he or she does not
meet their original expectations
fully.
To put it simply, "Don't be specific in your resolutions because
a lot of times things you plan out
don't actually happen and you
think you didn't achieve it just
because it turned out differently," said Corey Stufflebeem,
freshman, who resolved to be a

Take Care of Yourself, Make Time for Massage
Lee Ann Dail oiiers massage services to Longwood students and staii.
Marie Fimiani
Guest Writer

Imagine that it has been a hard
day, and it's only 11 a.m. You
were up late finishing a five page
paper. You accidentally slept in
so you had to run to class in
your pajamas, and your teacher
counted your paper as late. You
have another 10-page paper due
next week, and to top it all off,
you have to work on your senior
thesis and find a "real job."
Luckily you scheduled an
appointment today with massage
therapist Lee Ann Dail.
As you sink into the massage
chair, you immediately begin to
relax. The chair is specifically
designed so that you can sit forward instead of leaning back. It
feels as though you are kneeling
as you rest your knees on a cushioned chair.
As you lay down on the

padded headrest, relaxation settles in. Dail places her hands on
your back and you feel the tension begin to dissolve.
Dail has been a certified massage therapist for four years. "In
1988, I took a couple's massage
class and got a full body massage
,and I got hooked. I loved getting a massage and thought that
others would too." Dail went to
several different massage colleges and continues to pass on
the joy of massage to this day.
Dail gives chair massages
every Wednesday
in
the
Nottoway Room of the Student
Union from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Because of the cost, faculty
and staff make up the majority
of her clientele. Dail offers a 15
minute massage for $15 or a 30
minute massage for S30.
Dr.
Pamela
Tracy,
a
Communication Studies professor, received pregnancy mas-

sages. "If you have some spare
change, I would highly recommend a massage from her..." said
Tracy to her senior students,
"...it's important to take care of
your mental health as well as
your physical."
"Massage has many benefits
including stress and pain relief, it
improves circulation and helps
the body to heal itself, it can
relieve tense muscles helping
arthritis, carpel tunnel syndrome
and stiff backs."
Dail also provides other types
of massages for different problems. Swedish massages are
helpful for all over relaxation. A
deep tissue massage is geared
towards specific problems, and
energy work massages help balance and realign your body's
energy.
"Lee Ann's free massage was
great, a lifesaver during exam
week," says senior Kristin

better boyfriend this year.
Other student's resolutions
evolved, too. Tuggle said, "[My
resolution] kind of morphed
itself into being nicer to the people that I really care about."
"I think [my resolution is] habit
forming if I make a conscious
effort to do things better in [my]
relationship, then after a while I
don't have to really think about
it." Stufflebeem's attitude also
reflects the important ingredient

of development in Flanagan's
recipe for success.
EFFORT TO MAINTAIN
The effort to maintain, the final
pillar of Flanagan's path to resolution success is arguably the
most difficult. Tuggle's advice
can help keep a resolution or
goal in perspective: "Take it
gradually; change is more easily
accomplished by steps rather
than leaps."

alternative
new year's resolutions:
p/oase cto somdhing rr&rtatt/ praAxtf/ve Ms year

1. Make celebrities choose a career
and stick with iX i.e. don t by Lindsay
Lohan'snewCD
2.Stop paying attention to J.Lo's
love life So what if tier's is more interesting
than yours?
3. Start watching TV shows that
feature professional actors
it's so obvious that Reality TV is anything but
4. Do n't decid e wh at m ovie to see
based on what's at the top of the box
office The majority's opinion cant always be
trusted-does the macarena ring a bell?
5. Avoid award shims Your opinion about
a movie or album is more important, not to
mention, magazines cover who wore what
anyway
6. DVDs are wonderful, but don't
bother with alternate endings
Wasn't the best ending the first ending?
Source: cnn.com
Barclay. "It was so incredibly
relaxing that I am definitely getting another one this semester."
The free massages are always
popular with the students, and
most years Dail is fully booked.
Dail has been giving free chair
massage for students the past
three years during exam week.
"The Health and Wellness
department, in particular Jason
Robertson, invited me to come
and give the students massages
during exam week." SGA pays
her for the students' stress relief
massages during exam week.
"I give approximately 20 stu-

dents a massage per day, compared to the five people I give
massages to on Wednesdays,"
Dail said. "It's an intense week,
more then I would normally do,
but I love giving massages."
To make an appointment for
a Wednesday just email leeanndailcmt-appts@yahoo.com.
Students can also look forward to her continuing to give
free massages during exam
week. Dail reminds us to "be
sure to come on Monday or
Tuesday to sign up for a massage
during exam week, as spots fill
up fast."
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University of Nortkern Colorodo Bears Maul Lancers
Kyle Martin
Staff Writer

game with 13:24 remaining in the
period by pulling up behind the
After suffering a 40-point arc to hit another three-pointer
blowout against Appalachian for l^ongwood, for an 11-11
State last Monday, the rhen's bas- score. However, the visitors utiketball team tried to bounce back lized superior post play from
center
Kirk
in their third straight home game freshman
Archibeque
and
senior
forward
against the visiting 5-16 Bears of
the University of Northern James Randle to establish an
Colorado (UNQ. With injuries advantage.
Over
the
next
4:38,
to sophomore, forward Inland
Beak and freshman, guard Kevin Archibeque and Randle comSchneider the Lancers relied on bined to contribute 10 points
the performance of their bench beneath the basket to give the"
Bears a 10-point edge (23-13)
players to remain competitive.
"You have challenges and with 8:46 left on the clock.
Well-known for the comeback
opportunities...it's a big opporLancers
tunity for them. They are giving performances, the
every bit of effort they have," trailed by 11 (26-15) with 6:53 to
play after senior Sean Nolen conHead Coach Mike Gillian said
In the rematch of their contest nected on a three-point basket.
guard
Husein
last month in Greeley, Colorado, Sophomore
the Lancers took the fight to the Pistoljevic sparked the lancer
Bears early in the first minute, charge with a three-pointer folwith a jump shot by sophomore, lowed by a Sumter lay-up. After
guard Michael Jefferson. Three a hard foul from UNC's freshminutes into the game, freshman man guard Sean Taibi, junior
.forward Lamar Barrett drained a center Chad Kosmo converted
three-pointer to put I^ongwood in consecutive free throws to slash
front 5-2. UNC fired back with a the lead to four (26-22) with 5:12
three of their own from sopho- left in the period.
Jefferson scored an easy lay-up
more Matt Kline to take their first
off
a fast break to inch the
advantage of the contest (7-5)
Lancers
within two, but they did
with 15:42 to play.
With the two teams exchang- not get closer. In the final
ing baskets early, sophomore, for- minute of play, Taibi drilled a
ward Maurice Sumter tied the three with 00:40 to play, to put
UNC ahead by eight.
With time winding
down,
Jefferson
drained l.ongwood's
sixth
three-point
basket of the half
with seven ticks left
to trail Northern
Colorado 38-33 at
the break.
Pistoljevic posted
a perfect shooting
performance in the
half for Ix>ngwood
by making all five
attempted
shots,
including
three
three-point buckets,
to total 13 points.
Randle lead the
offensive assault for
the Bears with 10
points in the period.
Northern
Colorado's
Randle
Michael Jefferson launches a juniper
claimed,
"Points
in
as
Bears
defenderes,
Parish
Brockman(43) and James Randle(24), the paint was one of
I look on in vain.
the focuses." In the
tyWillFmm

first half alone, UNC outscored
Longwood 20-10 in the cylinder.
Although they kept it close,
the I-ancers struggled shooting
the ball in the second half.
UNC's
Erik
Olson
and
Longwood's Jefferson exchanged
lay-ups to start the half, but
Northern Colorado began to pull
away.
With less than eighteen minutes to play, Nolen made his
fourth triple of the game to start
the UNC scoring run. Over the
next 7:44, the Bears outscored
the Lancers 18-5 and lead
Longwood 58-40 with 10:12 left
on the clock.
Freshman guard Dana Smith
connected on a jumper with 9:56
to go, but Randle put the exclamation point on the contest with
a vicious two-handed dunk,
resulting in a technical foul for
taunting.
With 4:32 remaining in the
game,
Northern
Colorado
earned its largest lead of the contest, with longwood trailing by
27 (72-45) after a lay-from freshman Michael Gordy.
Down the stretch, four freethrows from freshman guard
Stanley Boateng, two lay-ups
from sophomore forward Jon
Larson, and Pistoljevic's final
three-pointer, only basket of the
half, could not get the Lancers
closer than 18 as they lost 76-56.
"In the second half, we shot 830 and turned it over 14 rimes,"
Gillian said describing the second period performance of his
team.
Statistically, Pistoljevic lead the
Lancers with a team-high 16
points, including four threepointers. Jefferson was the only
other Lancer to reach double-figure scoring with his 14 points,
while Kosmo and Barrett each
contributed a team-high seven
rebounds. Northern Colorado
placed five players in double-figure scoring, led by Nolen with a
game-high
16
points.
Archibeque snatched a gamehigh eight boards and amassed
12 points in the win.
I .arson is quick to note a critical factor in the team's recent
performance. "We're not playing
up to our potential," Larson
explained.
In the late minutes of the last

two games, players such as
Larson and Boateng have entered
the games, generating a roar from
the crowd. Co-captain Sumter is
impressed with the young players' performance so far.
"It's been great," Sumter said.
"When they get in the game, thev
produce. This week in practice
will be their opportunity to move
up the ladder."
Before the game, Larson took
on the duty of performing the
"Star-Spangled Banner" before
the opening tip. "Singing in front
of the home crowd is nervewracking in the beginning, but at
the same time, it is a privilege and
very fun," Larson claimed.
"Being able to sing in front of
the home crowd is very, very special while wearing the basketball
jersey as well."
The win improves Northern
Colorado to 6-16 and drops
I-ongwood's record to 1-23 for
the 2004-05 season.
The lancers travel to the road
Feb. 10 to play in a re-match
VMI in Lexington. "If we play
with the effort we've played with
in the second half of the last two
games, it won't be a great game,"
Coach Gillian stated. "If we play
with the effort we played with
against VMI, it will be a great
game."
Although they arc currendy on
a 12-game losing streak, Sumter
is confident his team can achieve
success on the road. "I expect to
go down there and pull off the
victory," Sumter said.

Husein Pistoljevic drives
the lane for the one-handed lay-up.
bjWlBhuut
The men's basketball team
returns home on Saturday Feb. 12
and Monday Feb. 14 to play two
of their three remaining home
games against Texas A&MCorpus Christi and UMKC.
Saturday's match-up is at 3:00
p.m., while Monday's contest is
part of a double-header with the
women's basketball team playing
at 5:00 p.m. and the men's team
taking the court at 7:00 p.m.

Baseball Looks for 27tk Straight
Winning Season under Bolding
John Rosenstock
Guest Writer

the helm, leads the tradition-rich
program of I^ongwopd baseball.
Is there anywhere a college base- With, 26-consecutive winning
ball team would rather want to seasons, Bolding has compiled a
kick off a fresh season in the record of 722-331-3, which
bitter and chilling month of equates to a winning percentage
February than the beautiful and of .685. The 2005 schedule will
tropical state of Hawaii? The make for one of the most
Lancers' first "road" trip of the demanding seasons Bolding has
season was a series against seen in his career
Former opponents of the
Hawaii-Pacific in Honolulu, Feb
I-ancers
when they were a mem5-7. The Lancers went 1-4 in the
ber
of
the
Division II Carolinasseries to start what should
Virginia
Conference
included
become another exciting basethe
likes
of
St.
Andrews,
ball season.
Head coach Buddy Bolding, Belmont-Abbey, and Barton.
who is entering his 27th year at
See BASEBALL p. 11
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Weekly Trivia
Name tke onlu
winless Dl
Baseketball team
tkiis year:
Last Week's Question
II ho is the last quarterback to lead
the Eagles to the Super Bowl?
Ron Jaworski

BASEBALL cont'd p. 10
This year, the squad will be facing formidable teams such as
Indiana, Virginia, Maryland, and
the preseason No. 7-ranked team
in the nation. South Carolina.
There* is no question that the
competition will be on another
level when compared to opponents of Longwood in past years.
"We're especially looking forward to playing South Carolina,"
said Coach Blanc. "Competing
against a team that was in the
College World Series last year will
show us where we are, and where
we need to be to play on the
Division I level."
Fortunately, the program
boasts some of the most distinguished players in team history.
Captain Brett Mooney has posted impressive numbers through
his first three seasons. Mooney
ended last year with a batting
average of .358, 5 home runs,
and 32 runs batted in. A fellow
senior of Mooney's, Chris Bales
(.376, 8 HR, 31 RBI) is another
player opponents will need to
keep an eye on. Additionally,
returning pitcher Alan Moore
will be relied on to do some damage on the mound this season.
Moore had a strong freshman
showing, finishing the season
with a 4.10 ERA.
Furthermore, some very
strong freshmen have ioined the
squad. John Farrell and Isaac
Weiderman will be in the pitching rotation for Longwood this
season. Farrell completed an
illustrious career at Nantucket
High School last year in
Nantucket,
Massachusetts.
Farrell went out on a very high
note, with a .22 ERA and a
school-record 127 strikeouts, he
certainly left his mark at
Nantucket High. Weiderman
also had a remarkable senior year
at Huntington High School in
Huntington, Ohio. He posted a
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I .eland Beak
Men's Basketball
Sophomore (2nd yr.)
Hometown: Poquoson, Y\

Jessica Wilkerson
Women's Basketball
lumor (3rd yr.)
Hometown: Roanoke, VA

Why do you play basketball?
-I was a big fan of watching
Shaquille O'Neal on TV. I saw
him dunk and shatter the glass.
I always wanted to do that.
Recall your best moment
playing here?
-Just playing. I.ast year, I only
played half the season. My
goal this year is to play in every
game.
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-I like that it's two hours from
my home. It's great to be able
to have my friends and family
come and watch me.
Who is your favorite athlete
and why?
-Shaquille O'Neal because he
dominates over everybody.
You give the ball to Shaqand
it's a score.
What is your favorite hobby?

Why do you play basketball?
-I choose basketball because I
loved it. I played basketball, softball, volleyball and soccer in high
school. I loved the competitiveness and the fast pace. I just love
the intensify of the game.
Recall your best moment playing here?
-When we won the CVAC
(Carolina-Virginia
Athletic
Conference) tournament my
freshman year.
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-I like Longwood because it is
small and family-oriented. You
know a lot of people. I like the
smallness of it
What goals do you have?
-My goal is to be a leader and help
underclassmen develop as players
at Longwood and help develop
the program as we go to Division

1.22 ERA and 68 strikeouts as
his high school career ended.
First year team members Nick
von Gersdorff, who will be
starting at shortstop, and outfielder Joe Bott, join them. The
entire 2005 recruiting class were
all high school standouts that
will most definitely contribute
their first year out
"We've been working really
hard, everyone is excited about
opening up the season in
Hawaii," said freshmen Joe
Bott. "Personally, I'm eager to
start my college baseball career
here at Longwood."
When asked how he feels
about the team this season, 2nd
year assistant coach Blanc commented, "We're very young, but
a solid core of freshmen and
sophomores, complemented by
some returning juniors and seniors should add up to a successful year."
Overall, Longwood Baseball
fans can anticipate that the
upcoming season won't be easy
for the Lancers. However, with
some veteran talent and experience, and several very talented
freshmen and sophomores,
Longwood expects to be a
respectable opponent in college
baseball. Wins will not come
easy, but the hard work and dedication of the 24 players on the
roster should produce victories.

-1 enjoy playing Playstation 2. I
like the excitement of Madden
football.
What makes you unique?
-I played basketball at Oak Ridge
Academy in Greensboro, North
Carolina. It is a military school
that taught me how to lead and be
successful in the classroom.
What do you want to be remembered as?
-I want to be remembered as being
one of the first Division I players
in Longwood's history.

Who is your favorite athlete
and why?
-My role model growing up was
track star Marion Jones. I
admired here work ethic and
achievement over the past few'
years.
What makes you unique?
I'm really compassionate for
other people. I try to put other
people before myself. I'm very
open-minded. I like to be a
person people can trust

FROM THE EDITOR: Are tke Patriots Truelu A Dynasty?
Patrick Sullivan
Sports Ediotr

It's been on the lips of every
sports caster from local news to
ESPN. The word "Dynasty" is
being used to describe the
Patriots after their most recent
Super Bowl victory. With that one
word New England has been
placed in the same league as the
Steelers of the seventies, the
49ers of the eighties, and the
Cowboys of the ninties. With one
word the Patriots have been
launched to the same levels as the
Yankees, Bulls, Lakers, Canadians,
and Carolina college basketball.
But the big debate is are the
Patriots truly worthy of this title?
The strongest supporting argument is that they have done
something only one team has ever
done before; win three championships in four years. Cleary, they
are a dynasty if they could
accomplish this, right? The only
other team to do so was the ninties Cowboys, and they are a
dynasty, so should not the Pats
fall into the same category?
The next major argument is
that they are consistendy good in
an era designed so that no one
will be consistently good.
Analysts have said for years that
the "Day of the Dynasty" had

ended and the "Rule of Parody"
was absolute.
True, the Patriots have won
three of the last four Super Bowls,
but the difference between New
England and the true dynasties is
how the played between those
championships. In the seventies,
eighties, and ninties every year
people beleived the champions
would be the dynasty at that rime.
The truth of the matter is the
Patriots have not been good
enough long enough to consitute
the brand of Dynasty.
In fact the Patriots have only
been dominant if not a great team
the last two seasons. The Patriots
were heavily favored against in
their first championship year, and
were not even expected to win
their division. When they did
unexpectedly make it to the Super
Bowl, they were double-digit
underdogs. Many analysts, including this wannabe one, believe the
Patriots did not so much win that
game as Mike Martz and the Rams
lost it. Following that surprise
Super Bowl victory, the Pats failed
to make the playoffs, losing the
division tide to the Jets in a
tiebreaker.
Another reason the Patriots are
so good resides not in the talent
they posses, but rather the lack of

talent held by any other team. In
the years of parody, the coaching staff of the Patriots has
been undoubtedly the best at
handling the managing the player turnover.
The Patriots have never been
a dominant team against other
good team unless they happened to be named after a certain horse. All their big games
have always been close and like
in the case of Super Bowl
XXVI, the Pats seem to capitalize more on mistakes of opponents than controlling games.
According to many NFL analysts the Patirots' "Dynasty" may
be over just as it gets started.
With both coordinators leaving
for head coach jobs, many
believe New England will not
challenge for a third straight
tide. It is a speculated that the
long stays of Romeo Crennel
and Charlie Weis were more
important to the team than the
head coaching of Bill Belichick.
In my opinion, in order to
become a true dynasty, the Pats
will need to rebound from these
departures and continue to win.
If they are able to be Super
Bowl favorites for at least four
more years, than they could
truly earn die tide of Dynasty.
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A WESOME SPECIALS ♦
♦
CALL OR LOG ON!
Private Balconies
♦
♦
Huge Gym open 24/7
♦
with plenty of equipment ♦
andfree-weights
Technology Center open
♦
♦
♦
24/7 with computers,
♦
printers, copier and fax
machine
♦
Gorgeous Swimming
♦
♦
♦
Pool with built-in jets
♦
and an incredible
♦
♦
landscaped
sundeck
♦
♦
♦
♦
Private High-Speed
♦
Ethernet, Telephone and ♦
Cable Packages
available at special rates
Outdoor Volleyball,
♦
Basketball and Grilling
♦
♦
♦
Movie Theatre
♦
Tuesday,
February
at
1:30
pm
Linen
Room
in
your
♦
♦
♦
♦
apartment
with
Extra♦
♦
Longwood vs. VMI
Capacity Washer and
♦
♦
♦
Dryer
Come see us at Lancer Stadium
♦
You will score BIGTIME
Sunchase Apartments is sponsoring a
♦
at
Sunchase!
♦
concession stand at home games. Come,
♦
♦
out for FREE hot dogs and Pepsi drinks,
♦
while you enjoy the game, including the
Seventh-Inning Stretch Trivia Contest!
♦
Sunchase Apartments
♦
♦
♦
434-392-7440
♦

www. sunchaseAongwood.com
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